
Identification Collar tags supplied by International  www.ChipnDoodle.com

It not a microchip but an additional identification tag you attach to the collar enabling the “man on the 
street” to identify the owner of the lost pet.     Just use your mobile or any internet and open 
www.chipndoodle.com and it searches for the registered owner.   It is linked to the same owner information 
as uploaded for the Microchip ID on the Getmeknown database.

The Tag with a unique number :
Attach onto the collar, but can be lost.    Easy scan QR or visit website with Unique number to find the 
owner.  When a pet is lost then anybody can check for the owner information using the tag details online – 
you can use your mobile phone or any internet access by going to the website or use the QR code and enter 
the unique Tag  number.   Anybody (“man on the street”) can get the owner details and help the pet getting 
home.    But this physical tag can be removed or lost. 

- Not the same number as your microchip chip – but a number can be searched on Chipndoodle.com 
via mobile or any internet device

- GetMeknown.co.za can be visited as we subscribe to the international Chipndoodle universal search 
hence the chipndoodle tags.

Microchip with unique Number :
Unique as per the recognized international standards and when injected your fluffy has a PERMANENT 
identity- cannot be removed.    You need a special scanner or take them to be scanned at the Vet or Rescues 
and then search for the owner online.    It a must have as it is permanently implanted and cannot be 
removed.     A MUST have giving your Pet his/her identity and owner information

Must I have both ?
No,  but we do advise a injected microchip as a minimum and it is permanent.   Add an additional  visible tag 
on the collar.   Best you can have both and register the microchip and/tag on the Getmeknown database 
that will automatically populate the International Chipndoodle for recognition anywhere and anytime.      
You can order the tag separate.      Just log into www.getmeknown and edit the specific dog with the tag 
number or complete the details while registering  new microchip. 

The Procedure ..
- When creating a new Microchip entrée then just add the collar tag number.  See below
- Existing Microchip -  Just log in,  click to edit the specific microchip and add the tag number
- I lost my tag : Just log in and edit the pet’s details with the new tag number.
- Not a GetMeknown Microchip – just register your current microchip and order a tag. 

http://www.chipndoodle.com
http://www.getmeknown

